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ABUNDANT CENTRAL EXTENSIONS OF

NON-TRIVIAL GENERA

K. MIYAKE AND N. ORMEROD

§ 1. Introduction

Let k be either a local or a global field, and K be a finite Galois

extension of k with g = Gal (K/k). Let L be a Galois extension of K

which is also Galois over k. Such an extension is called central if

Gal(L/iΓ) lies inside the centre of Gal(L/£). Clearly L is abelian over

K. Next set L* = LPiK k^ where k^ is the maximal abelian extension

of k in its algebraic closure. This is the genus field of L over K/k.

It is now well established that there is a connection between the

theory of central extensions and the Schur multiplicator, H2(g, Q/Z), of

g (see Frδhlich [1], and Miyake [4] for example). A direct approach to

this connection is via a theorem of Tate and the Hochschild-Serre exact

sequence.

TATE'S THEOREM. Let Ωk = Gal(β/£) where k is the algebraic closure

of k. Then W{Ωk, Q\Z) = 0. (See Serre [6, p. 227] in Frδhlich [2].)

Hochschild-Serre Exact Sequence. Let N <\ G. Then there is an exact

sequence

0 — * ΈL\GIN, AN) > IΓ(G, A) > W(N, A)G'N

• H2(G/iV, AN) > ΈΓ(G, A)

for a G-module A. (See Hochschild-Serre [3].)

Now let G = Ωk, and N = Ωκ, so that g = G/N. Then we have an

exact sequence

0 >Ή.\q,QIZ) >W(Ωk,QlZ)

— > H2(g, QIZ) — > 0 .

A finite central extension L is determined by a finite set {Xl9 , lr) of
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elements of W(ΩK, Q\Zf such that ΠΓ-i ker(^) = ΩL. The kernel of the
mapping

t:W(Ωκ,Q/zy >H2(

is precisely the image of H 1 ^ , QjZ) in W(ΩK, Q/Z), i.e. the set of those
characters of Ωκ which determine abelian extensions of K lying in K-k&h.
From this discussion, we see that Gal (L/L*) is isomorphic to the dual
of the image of <XU , Xr> in H2(g, Q/Z).

Moreover since | H2(Q, Q/Z) | is finite and the transgression mapping t
above is surjective, we easily see that there exists a finite central ex-
tension, L, such that Gal (L/L*) is isomorphic to the dual group, <3(Klk),
of H2(g, Q/Z). Such extensions are called abundant central extensions of
K/k. In Miyake [4] the question was asked whether there exists an
abundant central extension L such that L* = K, This question was fur-
ther investigated in [5], Here we shall prove by a careful analysis of
the local cases of characteristic 0 that this is not always possible. This
will allow us to construct examples of global extensions of algebraic
number fields where it is impossible to construct abundant central ex-
tensions with the trivial genus fields.

Note that the following definition is natural since (S(K/k) is abelian:

DEFINITION. For a prime p, we say that L is an abundant central
p-extension of Kjk if

( i ) LjK is a central p-extension, and
(ii) Gal (L/L*) is isomorphic to &^(Kjk) where &p)(K/k) is the

p-primary component of &(K/k).
The following result is then typical of what we will prove.

THEOREM. Let v be the discrete valuation of the local field k. If

i (p) = 0, then there is an abundant central p-extensίon L of K/k such that

LjK is cyclic and that

Furthermore, for any abundant central p-extension M of Kjk, we have

[M*:K]>\Nκ/k(μp-Γ\K*)\

unless ©^(K/k) = {1}.

Here μ „ is the group of p-power roots of 1 in k.
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§2. Local Cases I

In this section and in the next we shall take our fields k, K etc. to
be completions of algebraic number fields at non-archimedian prime
places. Our starting point is the following observation.

PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a Galois extension of k with the Galois

group g. Then (S(K/k) is ίsomorphίc to N^&(ΐ)/KjQ where Nκ/k: K
x -> kx

is the norm mapping, and KH — (x1~σ | x e Kx, σ e g>.

Proof. Dualise the exact sequence ( *) above and apply the Artin
map of class field theory. (Cf. Miyake [4].)

Thus we may study central extensions by a careful analysis of the
groups Kx, Nί}Λ(l) and KΔ\

For a profinite abelian group A, we denote the p-primary part of
A by A{p\

Let V be an open subgroup of Kx which determines an abelian ex-
tension L of K via class field theory. Then it is clear that L will be
an abundant central ^-extension if and only if V satisfies the following
three conditions:

( i ) Vz)KJ*;

(ϋ) ynN^(iy^(κr;
(iii) [Kx: V] = pm for some m > 0.

Note that (i) implies Vσ = V for every αeg. Therefore L is certainly a
Galois extension of k.

Given the above, the genus field L* of L over Kjk has the degree
over K given by

Let v be the valuation of the field k. Our analysis will vary ac-
cording to v(p) = 0 or v(p) > 0.

Throughout we will write μp(K) for μpoof]Kx etc.
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Case 1: v(p) = 0.

THEOREM 1. If v(p) = 0 and &p)(K/k) Φ {1}, then there is an abundant

central p-extension L of K over k such that LjK is cyclic and that

[L*:K]=\Kκ/k{μp{K))\.

Furthermore for any abundant central p-extension M of K/k, we have

[M*:K]>\-Nκ/k(μp(K))\.

Proof. We have a decomposition

if x = <π> x μp(K) X U

where π is a prime element of K and U is a p-divisible subgroup of the

unit group Uκ of K. Thus we have

Since μp(K) and U are g-stable, we have μp(K)ά* c μp(K) and ?7i9 c ί7.

LEMMA 1. (iί^) ( p ) = μP(K) Π i^ 3 .

Proo/. Let β be the exponent of U Π Ni)k(l)IUΔ\ Then (e,p) = 1

because C7 is p-divisible. Let x be an element of ^ " " I σ e g ) , and take

y e (iί j 9) ( p ) and 2 € JK:jβ Π U so that x = y z. Then yβ = xe-z'e e <jcι-

C KΔ\ Since y e (ifiδ)(ί>) c /ip(JK") and (e, p) - 1, we have y 6

This shows that (KJ*YP) c ^( i f) ΓΊ ifJ9. Since the converse inclusion is

obvious, the lemma is proved.

Now, it is clear that

Thus provided ©<»(K/Jfe) s N i J ^ l ) 0 " / ^ ' ) 0 " ^ ^ } , then

n

does not split over Ni j t ί l ) 0 "/^ 1 ) ' " unless /ιp(Z) = N^,(1)(J)) since

is cyclic. Hence we cannot find an open group V which satisfies the

conditions (i)~(iii) above with

[K*: F N^,(1)""] < \

If we take

V = <τr> X (μp(K) Π K'*) X [7,
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then (i)~ (iii) are certainly satisfied, and we have

Given our remarks above this proves the theorem.

COROLLARY. Suppose that v(p) = 0 and &p)(Kjk) ψ {1}. Then there

exists an abundant central p-extensίon of K/k with the trivial genus field

if and only if Nκ/k(μp(K)) = 1.

This follows from Theorem 1 at once.

Given these results it is not difficult to construct an example of an

extension K\k any abundant central extension of which has non-trivial

genus.

EXAMPLE 1. Let ζm denote a primitive pm-th root of 1 chosen so

that ζfrt = ζm_! Suppose that ζm e k but ζm + ί <£ k for some m > 1. Now let

where π0 is a prime element of k. Then g = Gdλ(Kjk) is abelian of type

(p, p), which implies that H2(g, QjZ) is cyclic of order p. Thus the con-

ditions of the theorem are fulfilled, and it is easy to see that

\Nκ/k(μp(K))\ = |N* / f c «ζ m + 1 » | - KC»-i)l =Pm~ι >P<

Therefore for any abundant central extension L of K/k we have [L*: K] >p.

§3. Local Cases II

Case 2: v(p) > 0.

In this case k and K are finite algebraic extensions of the p-adic

rational number field Qp.

THEOREM 2. There exists an abundant central p-extensίon L of Kjk

such that L*/K is cyclic, and that

[L*:K]<\μp(k)f)Nκ/k(Kx)\

Proof. Let Uk and Uκ be the unit groups of k and K respectively.

Then as a Z^-module, Uk

{p) is a direct product of the finite cyclic group

μp(k) and a free Zp-module of rank [k: Qp]. Put d = [k: Qp]. Since

NfiΓ/fcίt/if) is a Zp-submodule of U(

k

p) of finite index, it is a direct product

of μp{k) ΓΊ Nκ/k(Kx) and a free Zp-module of rank d. Choose ul9 , ud e U^

so that Njp/fcίMj), , Nκ/k(ud) generate over Zp a maximal free Z^-submodule
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of Nκ/k(U(f). Then the submodule (uu , ud)Zp of Uψ generated by

uί9 , ud over Zp is a free Zp-module of rank d. Put

X = N^/k(μP(k)Yp) = {xeK*\x«e Ni}fc(l)<*> for some q = pm).

LEMMA 2. f7jf = I χ (uu , z/rf>Zp (direct product).

Proof. The group on the right hand side is a subgroup of U{£\ and

mapped onto Nκ/k(U(f). Since X contains N ^ ( l ) ( p ) = NίJ fc(l)Π C/^, we

have Uφ = X-<uu , ud)Zp. Let y 6 X ΓΊ (uu , ̂ > Z p . Then Nκ/k(y) is

a torsion element of <N*/fc(zO, , N ^ O J ) ^ . Since N ^ ^ M O , -,Nκ/k(ud)

are free over Zp, the element y of <w1? , wd>Zp should be equal to 1.

Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3. X Π

This is clear by Lemma 2 because X contains (KjQ){p\

LEMMA 4. For x e Uψ,X= <x>-N^(l) ( 2 3 ) ΐ/ α îd ô Zy if (Nκ/k(x)) =

Proo/. It is obvious that μp(k) f] Nκ/k(K*) - μp(k) Π N

Since N^/A;(X) is cyclic, and isomorphic to X/N^(l) ( p ) , the lemma is clear.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, put

V=(π} X f/p(K) X {K'ψϊ X <Ml, - ., ̂ > Z p

where μp(K) is the group of all the roots of 1 the orders of which are

prime to p. It is clear that KΔ* is contained in μ'p(K) X (KjQYp\ There-

fore V satisfies the three conditions (i)~ (iii) in the previous section.

Furthermore we have

Therefore the abelian extension L of K corresponding to V assures

Theorem 2. The proof is completed.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that &p)(K/k) ψ {1}, and put q = \μp(k) (Ί

Nκ/h(Kx)|. There exists an abundant central p-extensίon of K\k with the

trivial genus field if and only if there exists an element x of Uψ such

that (Nκ/k(x)} = μp(k) Π Nκ/k(Kx) and x« e K\

Proof. Suppose that there exists an x of Corollary. Let V be the

group in the above proof of the theorem. Then it is easy to see that

the abelian extension of K corresponding to <(#> V is a desired central
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extension of Kjk. Conversely suppose that there exists an abundant
central p-extension of Kjk with the trivial genus field. Let W be the
open subgroup of Kx corresponding to it. Then we have Kx = W-N^O-Y^
and W Π N ^ ( l ) ( p ) = (KΔψ\ Let z be an element of Όψ such that

<N*/fc(2)> = μp(k) Π NK/K(K*). Then there are x e W and y e Ni}fc(l)(p) such

that z = x-y. Then Nκ/k(x) = Nκ/k(z). Furthermore x9 = 2*-jr* 6 V7Π

NίJ f c(l)w = (i f) ( p ) . Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose that there exist no abundant central p-exten-
sίons of Kjk with the trivial genus field. Then we have

[L*: K] > q/max{r = pn\X* c Nϊ)k(iY KJ*} > p

for every abundant central p-extension L of K/k.

Proof Put W= N i / Z ( n Then [L*: iί] - [iί x: W N^(l)] = [Nx/k(K*) :
Nz/^)]^Wfe) Π N ^ ^ ^ n N ^ ^ ^ g / r with r=\μp(k)ΠNκ/k(W)l
Since W n N ^ ( l ) ( p ) c i Γ J β by the choice of L, we easily see that Xq C
Nέ/Λ(l)r ULj8. It is also easy to see that the last condition of Corollary
1 holds if we have I ? c N ^ ( l ) ? ^ which is not the case. Q.E.D.

In the rest of this section, let H e a finite algebric extension of Qp

such that q = \μp(k)\ >p. Let ζ be a generator of μp(k).

EXAMPLE 2. Let kt be the unramified extension of k of degree q, and
k2 be a totally ramified Kummer extension k{%/~ΰ) with u e Uk — kxp

such that μp(k) = <ζ> c Nfc2/A;(A2

X). Put K - krk2. Then Gal (K/k) is abelian
of type (q, q). We show that there exists an abundant central p-extension
of Kjk with the trivial genus field.

Take x e Kx satisfying Nκ/k(x) = ζ. By Corollary 1 above, it is suffi-
cient to show that

It is obvious that (x) Π N ^ ( l ) = <xίZ>. Put y = Nκ/l£1(x). Then y = xq

mod if"9 since [K: kx] = q. Let us show that y belongs to KH. We have
N^^Oy) = Nkl/k(y) = Nκ/k(x) = ζ. Since Kjk2 is unramified, ^/¥" belongs
to Nκ/k£Kx). Therefore ζ = (^/liγ-σ e Nκ/ki{Kx)\ where σ is a generator
of Gal(£2/£). Then we have the desired result by the following lemma.

LEMMA 5. Let Kjk be a finite Galois extension of local fields, and
g = Gal (Kjk). Let M be an intermediate field of Kjk, and suppose that
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K/M is cyclic and that Mjk is normal. Then for ae Kx to belong to KH,

it is necessary and sufficient that Nκ/M(a) e NK/M(KXY*.

Proof. Since G&l (K/M) is a normal subgroup of Gsl(Klk)9 we have

N M ( P ) - ϋK/uiK*)". Suppose that Nκ/M(a) e NK/M(Kx)\ Take x e K«

such that Nκ/M(a) = Nκ/M(x). Then N ^ α * " 1 ) = 1. Therefore we can find

yeKx such that ax-1 = / - * where (σ) = Gal (K/M). Thus we have

a = x y1~σeK\ Q.E.D.

EXAMPLE 3. Let kz — k(%/~v) be a Kummer extension of k such that

(1) vekx-kxp, (2) <i;mod&x«>n <ζmod^X9> = {1} in kxjkx\ and (3)

Nfc3/fc(&3X) 9 ζ. Let &4 be a cyclic extension of degree q over £ such that

(v} - Nfc4/fc(£4

x) = kx and that Nfc4/fc(Ax) a ζ. If &3 is chosen, then such k±

exists. Put K = k^-kt this time. Then there is no abundant central

js-extension of K/k with the trivial genus field.

To see this, first observe that

1W2Γ*) = N ^ N ^ ^ x ) ) = N^(N t ^(A?) Π Ntt/k(kϊ)).

By the choice of £4, therefore, we see that

(**) WΊΓ)r k*ΓίNx/kt(K*) = φ

for r, a power of p less than q.

Let x be an element of K such that Nκ/k(x) = ζ. Let us show that

<x> Π KH = <xQ2>. Put y = Nκ/k£x). It is sufficient to show that yr e KH

for r = pι implies r > q since y = xqmoάKJ\ We have Nκ/ks(y) = ζ. By

the above lemma applied to M = k39 it is enough to see that ζr & Nκ/kz(KxYQ

if r < q. Let σ be a generator of Gal(&3/£) such that (fyTy-1 = ζ. We

have

Therefore if ζr e N ^ J i f X) J 9, then ζr = sf-1 for some 2 e N z / ί | ( ί : x ) , and

{z~l'{y~v)r}σ-λ = 1. But then we have 26 (^¥") r ^ x , which contradicts

(**) if r < q.

Remark. By a careful examination of Theorems 1 and 2 and their

proofs, one can easily see the following.

THEOREM 3. Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of local fields of

characteristic 0. Then for each prime p, there exists a Galois extension

Kί of k which satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) K^K h,;

(2) KJK is cyclic of degree at most \μp(k) Π Nκ/1c(Kx)|;

( 3 ) There exists an abundant central p-extensίon of Kjk with the

trivial genus field Klt

§4. Global Results

In order to apply our results to global fields, it is necessary to study

the connection between central extensions of local and global fields.

Initially we deal with the case where the decomposition group c^ of some

prime divisor $β in K is simply g. This is sufficient for the construction

of a global extension whose abundant central extension cannot have

trivial genus. The more general situation can be analysed via cohomology.

PROPOSITION 2. Let K\k be a finite Galois extension of algebraic

number fields, and L be a finite central extension of Kjk. Let S be an

intermediate field of Ljk such that S Γ) K = k. Then S is abelίan over k.

Moreover the genus field L* = L Π K-kΆh of L over K\k coincides with the

genus field of L over KS/S.

Proof. Put @ = Gal(L/A), # = Gal (L/S), 2t = Gal (L/iQ and 31 =

Gal (L/KS) = Si Π φ. Then 21 lies in the centre of © since L is central.

Moreover © = 21 φ since K Π S = k. Thus the commutator © ; of © is

simply §'. Clearly £> is normal, and Gal(S/£) is isomorphic to ®/£>^2I/9ΐ,

hence abelian. The genus field L* of L over Kjk is characterised by

Gal (L/L*) = ®' Π 21 = & Π 8T = & Π 31. Thus L* is also the genus field

of L over KS/S. Q.E.D.

We may now consider localisation.

PROPOSITION 3. Let K/k and L be as above. Let p be a prime divisor

of k, and kp be the completion of k. Let K = K k9 and L = L-kp be the

corresponding local extensions. Suppose that [ίt: kp] = [K: k]. Then L is

a central extension of K/kp such that

Gal (L/L*) ^ Gal (L/L*).

Proof. Let ^ be a prime divisor of L over p such that the comple-

tion L% coincides with L, and let S be the decomposition field of $β in

L\k. Since [K: kp] = [K: k], we have K Π S = k. Gal(L/Jfep) is natually

isomorphic to Gal (L/S) so that by Proposition 2 we have a natural iso-

morphism of Gal (L/L*) onto Gal (L/L*). Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 1. Let the notation and the assumption be as in Proposi-

tion 3. Then L is an abundant central extension of K\h if and only if L

is one for Kjkr

Proof. Since [K: kp] = [K:k], we have a natural isomorphism of

Gal(i£/£p) onto Gsl(Klk), which induces an isomorphism of H2(Gal(^/^p),

Q/Z) onto H2(Gal (K/k), Q/Z). The corollary is then immediate from Prop-

osition 3.

COROLLARY 2. Let the notation and the assumption be as in Proposition

3. Let S be the decomposition field of a prime divisor of L dividing p.

Then we have

[L*:K] = [L*:K]-[S:k].

Proof. We have K Π S = k. Therefore KS is contained in L* by

Proposition 2. Thus we have [L*:K] = [L*:KS] X [KS:K]. However

[KS: K] = [S: k]. Furthermore it follows from Proposition 3 that

[L*:K] = [L: K]/[L: £*] - [L: KS]I[L: L*] = [L*:KS].

Therefore we have [L*: K] = [L*: K] [S: k]. Q.E.D.

More generally, let g = Gal (K/k) and gp = Gal (K/kp). Then we have

a commutative diagram

H2(g, Q/Z)

res.

H2(gp, Q/Z)

where the vertical maps are restriction and the horizontal maps are trans-

gression. It is clear that Proposition 3 remains true so long as

Res: H%, Q / Z ) — * H2(gp, Q/Z)

is injective.

Similarly an abundant central extension of a GaloislΓextension of

global fields remains abundant upon localisation so long as

Res:H2(g,Q/Z) • H2(gp, Q/Z)

is surjective.

Thus Corollary 1 remains true if the condition ^Kvkp] = [K:'k]?i.e.

g = gp, is replaced by the weaker condition that
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Res: H2(g, Q\Z) > H2(gp, Q/Z)

is an isomorphism.

EXAMPLE 4. Now we give an example of a global extension K/Q

any abundant central extension of which cannot have the trivial genus

aeld.

Fix a prime p and an integer m > 2. Let £ be a prime number such

thatpm\\£ — 1. Then the ^-adic completion Qt contains a primitive pm-th

root ζm of 1 but does not ζm + 1. The group of p-power roots of 1 in

Q/(ζTO+i) is just <ζTO+1>.

Let &! and k2 be cyclic extensions of Q of degree p such that £ is

ramified in kJQ but is unramified and remains prime in k2/Q. Put

K = krk2. Then Gal (K/Q) is abelian of type (p,p). Therefore ©(Z/Q) =

is a cyclic group of order p.

THEOREM 4. Let L be an abundant central extension of K/Q. Then

[L*:K] >pm~1>p. Therefore there is no abundant central extensions of

KjQ with the trivial genus field.

Proof Let K be the local extension KQί of Qe. Then Gsl(KIQ£) is

naturally isomorphic to Gal (K/Q). Therefore &P)(K/Q£) ^ <5(K/Q) is not

trivial. Since μp(K) = <Cm + i>, we have

\N*/Qi(μp(K))\ = KC,.,)! ^ p * - 1 > P .

The theorem is now an immediate consequence from Corollaries 1 and 2

above and Theorem 1 in Section 2.
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